COURTLY MUSIC UNLIMITED

MOVING
SALE!!!

10% OFF IN-STOCK MOLLENHAUER
and MOECK WOODEN RECORDERS
Model#
SOPRANINOS
5022
Mollenhauer
4008
Mollenhauer
SOPRANOS
4119
Mollenhauer
4118
Mollenhauer
1101
Mollenhauer
1111
Mollenhauer
5247
Moeck
ALTOS
4318
Mollenhauer

Style & Wood
Denner: boxwood, 2 pieces, double holes low G/G#, F/F#,
balanced Baroque sound, speaks easily in all octaves,
undercut tone holes for stability, Baroque turnings
Kynseker: plumwood, 2 pieces, all single holes, Strong
Renaissance/ Early Baroque sound, 2 octave range, retains
the striking original Kynseker look

240.00

SALE
PRICE
$216.00

499.00

$449.10

Dream: pearwood with dark stained decorative rings,
2 pieces, double holes D/D#, C/C# Baroque fingering
Characteristic wide bore & full round sound
Dream Edition: European plumwood with maple
decorative rings 2 pieces, double holes D/D#, C/C#,
Baroque fingering, a wide bore combines a colorful rich
sound with a stable tone
Denner: Satinwood NEW!, a lovely golden colored wood
with an attractive grain that produces a melodious rich
sound into the highest register, 3 pieces, double holes low
D/D#, C/C#, Baroque turnings, thumb-bushing
Denner: 415’ Satinwood NEW!, a lovely golden colored
wood with an attractive grain that produces a melodious
rich sound into the highest register, 3 pieces, double holes
low D/D#, C/C#, Baroque turnings, thumb-bushing
Elhert: Grenadilla, a modern soprano with wide bore, low
C/C# keys for extended range of more than 2 1/2 octaves,
full bodied rich sound blends with modern instruments

135.00

$121.50

310.00

$279.00

920.00

$828.00

920.00

$828.00

Dream Edition: European plumwood with maple
decorative rings, 2 pieces, double holes G/G#, F/F#,
Baroque fingering, the wide bore combines a colorful rich
sound with a stable tone

Price

1475.00 $1327.50

530.00

$477.00

4218
Mollenhauer
1201
Mollenhauer
1211
Mollenhauer

5926E
Mollenhauer

Kynseker: plumwood, 2 pieces, all single holes, Strong
Renaissance/ Early Baroque sound, 2 octave range, retains
the striking original Kynseker look
Denner: Satinwood NEW!, a lovely golden colored wood
with an attractive grain that produces a melodious rich
sound into the highest register, 3 pieces, double holes low
G/G#, F/F# Baroque turnings, thumb-bushing
Denner: 415’ 415’ Satinwood NEW!, a lovely golden
colored wood with an attractive grain that produces a
melodious rich sound into the highest register, 3 pieces,
double holes low G/G#, F/F#, Baroque turnings, thumbbushing
MODERN: stained pearwood, 3 pieces with an E-foot and
triple keys E/F/F# range extend down a half-step,
extremely powerful rich low notes, assertive sound for
playing with modern instruments, traditional Baroque
fingering, only a few special fingerings for the third octave
Range e’-eb’’’’, composite block (outer casing is natural
cedar; the inner core is of artificial synpor, whose
micropores are capable of absorbing moisture without
swelling.)

725.00

$652.50

1325.00 $1192.50

1325.00 $1192.50

1302.00 $1171.80

TENORS
5416
Mollenhauer

Denner: stained pearwood, 3 pieces, double keys C/C#,
650.00
$585.00
Resonant sound with a Baroque timbre, quick response,
Undercut tone holes for stability, Baroque turnings, surface
treated with vegetable oil.
5432C
Denner-Comfort Tenor: Boxwood, 3 pieces, 5 keys – G, F,
941.00
$846.90
Mollenhauer
C/C# keys, the two additional keys reduce the stretch in
both hands making playing easy for all ages.
BASS & GREAT BASS
2546K
Canta: Knick Bass in f – pearwood, 3 pieces, 5 keys, The
1040.00 $936.00
Mollenhauer
bent-head brings the instrument closer to your body
creating a smaller distance to get to the lower notes, the
right arm hardly needs to stretch, the mouth piece is blown
directly, the key system is ergonomically designed. This is a
bass that is comfortable for almost all players. Plays high F
and G easily, Includes neck strap & hard case
2646K
Knick Great Bass in C: pearwood dark stained, 9 keys,
2499.00 $2249.10
Mollenhauer
hard case with stand, adjustable support rod. Impressive
key mechanism makes playing uncomplicated, the finger
(Not in stock)
stretch is smaller than on an alto. It has a strong even sound
from the low register to the highest notes with a quick
responsive attack. Truly an enjoyable recorder to play.
Photos of these recorders can be seen on our web site:www.courtlymusicunlimited.com or
www.mollenhauer.com

** Please Note our New Address **
COURTLY MUSIC UNLIMITED
89 River St. Third Floor Suite 3 Warrensburg, NY 12885
Ph: 1-800-274-2443 fax: 1-518-623-2869 email: courtlym@aol.com

